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A Novel Approach to Cloud Resource Management for Service Differentiation Sushritha S 1, Shivamurthy R.C 2 1 Department of Computer Science & Engg., AIT, Tumkur, Karnataka Email: [email protected] 2 Prof & Head, Department of Computer Science & Engg, AIT, Tumkur, Karnataka Email: [email protected] Abstract— In this paper we propose a new framework for efficient resource management. Aiming with having cost effective services both from the perspective of providers and users in Cloud system, we introduced a new way to handle resource allocation with MapReduce paradigm. By considering both Public and Private Cloud system, the proposed system provides efficient and fair solution by keeping system performance stable. The system works with an auction mechanism along with considering a balancing factor. The experiment results by considering both Linear utility and Log Linear Utility function shows that it is one of the most novel approach among existing solutions for Resource Management in Cloud System and also for Service differentiation. Key words: MapReduce, Utility function, Assignment Probability



I. Introduction Cloud is an advanced IT solution in recent days provides services to its users works on the internet. In an increased demand for efficient utilization of resources available in Cloud system there is necessity of a fair approach to prioritize the jobs employing cloud resources both for communication-intensive and data-intensive computations. By considering both, Private cloud owned by an private IT organization and Public Cloud in which user hires services from Cloud service provider, efficiency and profitability need to be addressed. Efficiency is addressed by differentiating jobs based on their characteristics along with its utility functions and resources they used. Profitability is achieved through simple pay-as-you-go strategy. Results of the classification and quality evaluation rely on the judgmental experience of experts. There are also many other factors which affect the results of classification, such as the emotion of the experts, the human eyesight, the condition of illumination etc. The pricing scheme used in existing cloud system requires a kind of manual service differentiation, so there is a need for automatic service differentiation solution. In order to prioritize the jobs, the characteristics of job known by the user are need to be obtained by the service provider from the user. And also there is chance of misreporting the utility function (usage pattern) which leads to inefficient utilisation of cloud resources. Facing these problems, we proposed a new approach which is a novel cloud resource allocation framework along with service differentiation for clouds. This method provokes user to simply bid its true job characteristics which implies the mechanism is stable. It also allows users paying more for a type of resources are always allocated higher quantities of it.
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To demonstrate the practical impact of proposed method which is an auction based, we implement it in eclipse and evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency using map reduce workloads. The enhancement of auction mechanism is done by recovering true utility function from utility prediction component which frees the user from knowing utility function of most frequently running jobs.



II. Related works Most previous work focuses on allocating bandwidth in a distributed computation environment like network community where communication intensive jobs are executed [1]. They allocate bandwidth using algorithms like Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [2] and Generalised Process Sharing (GPS) [3]. Here the job priorities are known earlier to the scheduler in advance. But in the cloud this solution is no longer applicable as job priorities not known in advance. Hindman et al. [4] propose Mesos, a resource allocation system that manipulates resources in a cloud system among different computation platforms, e.g. Hadoop, Hbase and MPI. In Mesos, every platform submits its resource request to the master node which then makes the offers of the resources to the platform based on the remaining resources available. Unfortunately Mesos does not support service differentiation. Popa et al.[5] extends Mesos to address bandwidth assignment in cloud system but this work also does not discuss service differentiation. Zaharia et al.[6] propose a scheduler that maintains a queue for jobs requesting particular map or reduce nodes. Our work is based on the fair scheduler proposed in this [6]. Sandholn and Lai [7] attempt to provide service differentiation for mapreduce, based on user priorities and a proportional resource allocation mechanism but it only handles one type of resource. Lee et al. [8] aim at improving system efficiency by considering low level system information, such as topology of computer cluster. Herodotou et al.[9] explore the problem of performance estimation, without direct optimisation scheduling algorithm. Auctions have been successfully applied to online keyword advertisement. Unfortunately this mechanism is not be applicable to cloud system due to several reasons. So above all these approaches, our proposed method considers multiple types of resources and is more generalised so that is not limited to any particular computing platform. Moreover this method is parameterised to balance fairness and efficiency of the system. The auction mechanism used here addresses utility function in an easy way and prevents the occurrence of deadlock while allocating resources to the jobs so that keeping every job in active state.



III. Methodology and Protocol The proposed method is a general framework for managing multiple types of system resources. Assume that there are m different types of resources. For each resource type j, there are a finite number of identical units of the resource. Existing cloud system allocates resources to the cloud users before starting their jobs. In proposed method resource allocation is done dynamically, based on the profiles of the jobs currently running in the system. The method allows each user to submit multiple jobs. Each job submission Ji consists of two parts, Ji = (bi , ui), in which bi is the budget the user is willing to pay for the job and ui is a utility function indicating the benefit of the job when the job is allocated with the certain amount of resources. Assume si = (si1, si2,…..,sim) is the vector of resources assigned to job Ji, in which each sij is an assignment probability in [0,1]. The Utility of job Ji is evaluated by the submitted utility function ui (si). Formally, the utility function ui is a mapping ui[0,1]→R. For example linear utility function is an utility function takes the form gi(sij) = wj sij. Where wj is a non-negative weight for each resource type j. The overall utility of the job is then the weighted sum on the resources assigned to job ji, i.e, ui(si) = ∑    . Linear utility function is suitable for computation models with substitutable 



resource.
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Another important class of functions that satisfy our requirements is log scale utility function of the form gi(sij)= wj log sij. The over all utility of the function is ui(si)= ∑   log  . The Log scale utility function is better model for jobs 



that require all types of computational resources. Given the utility function, the user submits his job Ji to system. All of the current jobs are kept in the runtime scheduler in system. Assume that there are n concurrent jobs running in the system with profiles {J1, J2, . . . , Ji, . . . , Jn}, proposed method calculates the resource assignment vector si for each Ji. There are m resource request queues maintained in Abacus. Each queue Qj stores the running jobs currently waiting for the resource of type j. Given the assignment vectors, {s1,…,si ,…, sn}, when a particular resource of type j is available for a new task, Abacus assigns the resource to job Ji with probability proportional to sij . It is important to emphasize that tasks could run independently with a single unit of resource which ensures no deadlock in the system. The below figure depicts the relationship between two important components Actioneer and Scheduler. Here the task of Actioneer is to compute the probability assignment vectors for the scheduler on all type of resources when a job is added or removed from the queue. Given the probability derived by the auctioneer, the scheduler selects next job in the queue.



In the above figure there is an idle map node the scheduler picks up a job among {J1,J2,J3,J6} and maps a new job on the idle node. When the job is finished it charges the user according to his bidding budget. So more budget, better will be the services. Unlike, Amazon EC2 and Mesos which emphasises economic profit, our approach balances the system efficiency and fairness. For calculating the assignment probability the auctioneer is provided with a protocol. Every user submits his jobs along with profile Ji. The main task is to calculate an assignment matrix which indicates the priority of the job Ji with respect to resource of type j. So for every pair of i and j, matrix is of size n×m. In this matrix, every Sij is a non negative real number such that ∑   1 for every resource type j. If we consider B as a domain of valid jobs and S as domain of all matrices meeting above condition, then auction mechanism is mapping M, from domain of job profile to assignment matrix domain, i.e. M : Bn → S. For example consider three jobs J1,J2,J3. The profile of job J1 is ($100, u1(x,y) = 3x+2y), where x and y denotes the number of map and reduce nodes respectively. Similarly the jobs J2 and J3 are associated with different budgets and linear utility functions. Based on auction mechanism, an assignment matrix is computed which is depicted on right side of the below figure.
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For example if job J1 as probabilities S11=0.310 and S12=0.236 to get map nodes and reduced nodes respectively. Since job J3 has more dependence on reduced nodes than J2 as specified in utility function J3 gains more resources on reduced nodes than J2. The auction mechanism virtually partitions the budget bi of job Ji into small sub budgets i.e. {bi1,…..,bim},such that ∑     . each sub budget bij is a part of bi on job Ji to spent on resource j. Our approach partitions the budget based on the jobs submitted by users for example consider job J1 assigned sub budget $64 for map nodes and $36 for reduces nodes. By setting a scaling factor to balance the priorities of high budget jobs and fairness between jobs we can easily verify the correctness of final assignment matrix as in the right side of the below figure.



Based on the assignment role, the job Ji prefers to put more sub budgets on resources that contribute more to its utility functions. However, our approach does not allow the user to manually adjust virtual sub budgets themselves. Instead, the auctioneer automatically optimises the sub budgets for all jobs. Even though it is possible to support sub budget specification by user, it may leads to violations to our desirable properties. So the process has been automated without necessity of human intervention.



IV. Result Analysis We conducted our result analysis by comparing our system against the popular First-In-First-Out (FIFO) scheduling strategy, and report the total time to finish all jobs. Our system enables service differentiation with negligible overhead on overall performance of the system.



The above figure shows that our approach has competitive performance compared to FIFO, when varying the number of users. There are at most five users in our experiments. Due to the clear statement on the utility functions on the jobs, our system performs well in most settings than FIFO. Moreover our system capable of scheduling assignments of map and reduce resources in optimistic way to improve the throughput. In the above figure 4(b), it shows that the system performs well when all jobs have the same budget. This is because our approach works very similar to Fair Scheduler Sushritha S, IJRIT
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when all users have the same budget/priority. In this case, the system assigns the resources based on the preference information contained in the utility functions, instead of purely based on their budgets. We also tested the system performance when the users are submitted different job utility functions. Fig 9(c) shows the impact of changing utility function of a user. The result again dominates above FIFO. Our proposed approach improves the system performance about 20%, even when the user is not reporting the true utility functions. The performance again increases further when the user tells her true utility function.



V. Conclusion and Future Work We presented a new resource allocation framework in Cloud environment. Our approach provides cost effective service differentiation both from the perspective of Cloud service provider and users. We proposed a system which is efficient and fair along with cost beneficiary with promising performance. Our approach only handles independent computation resources in the system. Hence in future we may concentrate on dependent computation resources.
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